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Description: Produced each year since 1996, the ANNUAL REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL BANKING LAW & PRACTICE is the world's only annual survey of court cases regarding commercial letters of credit, standby letters of credit, and independent guarantees, plus the year's significant articles, practice reports, and government actions impacting these instruments.

Highlights of the 670-page 2012 ANNUAL REVIEW edition:

- 23 Articles including “Overview of International Banking Law & Practice in 2011” by BYRNE; analysis of ICC Opinions; Chinese LC law & practice activity; the finer points of the UCP600, ISP98, and URDG758 rules of practice; and other writing from leading banking & law experts.

- 119 Letter of Credit and Guarantee Case Summaries from 11 countries and regions including: ABN AMRO (UCP600 & Issuer Duty of Care) from the Netherlands; CVD Equipment (UCP600 & Transport Docs) from USA; the Fortis Bank appeal (UCP600 Notice & Preclusion) from England; Kuehne (Bill of Lading Reissuance) from Canada; Labroy Offshore (Injunction, Improper Drawing) from Singapore; Societe Generale (Reimbursement Agreement) from England; and UBS AG (Fraud Exception) from India.

- 2 Practice Reports and 3 Government Actions, including international trade finance studies.

- Cumulative Index, includes terms appearing in the 2012 volume as well as past editions.
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